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Why measurements or assessments of reading 
skills
� Monitor students progress. Are all students 

making progress towards becoming readers?
� Design a literacy instruction programme that 

meets the needs of the learners
� Improve instruction by pacing instruction 

according to needs of learners



� Listening
� Speaking 
� Reading- precursor, fluency and 

comprehension 
� Writing

What should be measured orally?
What should be measured through written/print 
assessments? 



Isolating sounds (phonemes)

� One cannot speak a language unless they are 
able to isolate sounds (phonemes) of the 
language

� Awareness of phonemes in spoken language 
is therefore the first step in acquisition of 
literacy skills
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� iria ( those ones) (those ones?) present, past, 
past participle

� Iria (milk)
� Iria (ocean)



� Children must be able to speak a language 
before they can read fluently with 
understanding. 

� It involves combining different sounds to 
form words which when combined make 
sentences.

� Kana ka NiKora kona kora kora nako kora
kona kana ka Nikora kora kora.



� Oral reading fluency is a direct measure of 
phonological segmentation and decoding 
skills where words are broken apart mentally 
into sounds as well as rapid word recognition. 



� Reading acquisition for alphabet language requires 
the following five basic skills 

� Phonemic awareness. Phonemes are speech sounds 
while phonemic awareness is the ability to hear, 
identify and manipulate speech sounds in words. The 
pupil should be able to manipulate, break apart and 
put together sounds orally. This is an oral skill.



� Practice with syllable recognition
� Empírón
�

Phonemic awareness

empírón
rón

n



Alphabetic principle. This is the letter- sound relationship. The 
pupil should have the ability to link written letters to their sounds 
and form spelling patterns.



� Fluency. This is the ability of a learner to read words 
correctly and at the right speed. Children must read 
fluently to comprehend what they are reading. With 
practice they begin to visually identify word patterns and 
automatically recognize the spelling and pronunciation of 
words, which allows them to begin paying attention to the 
message of the word and not just the fluency. 

� Vocabulary. This means unfamiliar words. The learner 
needs to know meaning and application of words both 
written and oral in language. 

� Comprehension. This is the ability of a learner to 
understand concepts read or heard in a text. It is the 
ultimate goal of reading. The success of a learner in this 
area is pre-determined by the success in all the other 4 
components



� recognizing words
� reading simple texts
� Practice connecting long series of syllables and words
� Edolíta Kúka inkolikoloní. 



Kiáar metúáta inkolikoloní?” 
néíkilíkuan Kúka Pápá lenyé. 



“Á a,” néwalikí Papá lénye.



� It is now universally accepted that pupils 
should be able to combine fluency with 
decoding in order for them to read with 
understanding a grade-level text by the end 
of grade 2. Automaticity model of reading is 
probably most frequently invoked as a 
framework for conceptualizing oral reading 
fluency as an indicator of overall reading 
competence (Potter & Wamre, 1990). 



Pre-reading activities (Birth to grade 1)

� Picture reading at preschool where a pupil 
pretends to read

� Recognizing rhymes
� Listening comprehension where pupils answer 

questions or retell the story (recall).
� Speaking or oral language acquisition
� Concepts about print
� Phonemic awareness



� Decoding (Beginning grade 1)

� Letter naming
� Letter sounds
� Syllable naming
� Familiar word reading



Reading with Fluency (End of grade 1 to end of 

grade 3)

� Paragraph reading (oral reading fluency) with 
comprehension

� Automaticity 
� Dictation



� Most of the above levels of reading development can only be 
assessed orally (phonemic awareness, alphabetic principle). 

� Oral reading fluency therefore becomes the most salient 
characteristic of skillful reading (Adams, 1990). 

� Measuring automaticity by counting the number of correct 
words read per minute allows the teacher to note the types 
of decoding errors students make and the kinds of decoding 
strategies students use to read vocabulary and also 
determine the level of reading development the pupil is at. 

� Some assessments, which emphasize prosody, require 
examiners to describe the pitch, stress, and duration with 
which pupils express text (Dowhower, 1991). 

� Oral assessments also enable the formulation of sound 
instructional decisions and reading treatments.



Paper assessments do have their role as literacy not 
only includes the ability to read but also write. 
However, they have some disadvantages:
� Tend to be costly, 
� Takes a bit of time before the time when the pupil 

does the assessment and when they get 
feedback,

� Some languages do not have a written 
orthography,

� Their main disadvantage lies in their inability to 
diagnose where the pupil is at in terms of reading 
development. 



� Oral assessments are invaluable when determining 
pupils’ reading development level. 

� Early grade reading diagnosis requires smaller and 
quicker assessments adapted to the local context. 

� Oral assessments therefore become the most practical 
assessment for population-based studies especially 
when the purpose of the assessment is to carry out 
interventions. However, although reading with 
expression is a well-acknowledged aspect of reading 
fluency, these rhythmic and tonal features of speech can 
be difficult to index in reliable and efficient ways which 
makes this type of assessment better carried out as part 
of school-based assessments (Dowhower, 1991). 

� Paper based assessments on the other hand are better 
administered in school-based assessments



� Develop awareness of morpheme position within the word 
or phrase

infinitive present 
continuant

recent 
past

future distant 
past

present

níndathií

(to go)

níndathiíaga níndírathií níngathií níarathiíte nígúthií

Morphographic phase: example of a print 
assessment



� Oral assessments have their role especially in 
determining the level of reading development. 
For early grade reading, oral assessments are 
more suitable

� Both print and oral assessments can be used 
for national based assessments 


